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Osprey Spill Control Cleans And Greens The Environment
Virginia Beach, VA – MGM Strategies dba Osprey Spill Control (OSC) is dedicated to creating a cleaner
planet by cleaning our oceans, fresh water rivers and streams of all hydrocarbon pollution from oil spills.
Osprey Spill Control specializes in aiding in the recovery of oil and other hydrocarbon-based liquid
products using their cutting edge technologies and their Osprey Sorbent Products, which are 100%
biodegradable, non-corrosive and non-toxic, and safe to plants, animals and people.
Osprey Spill Control is a Platinum level member of the Green Business Bureau, which is a national
membership organization that uses an online assessment to certify green businesses. Recently, OSC’s
commitment to a sustainable future led them to green their offices by incorporating the Neat Document
Organizer, which reduces paper and ink consumption. OSC reports that their customer relationships have
improved significantly since they transitioned to an eco-friendly office environment that matches their
non-toxic and biodegradable product line. Moreover, the reduction in the company’s energy and paper
usage lowers costs by creating a more effective and efficient process for developing literature and
processing corporate documents. OSC’s smart green strategy proves that sustainability is not only good
for the planet but also for the bottom line.
For more information on Osprey Spill Control, please visit http://www.environmental.mgmstrategies.com
For more information on the GBB program, please visit http://www.gbb.org
###
About: MGM Strategies dba Osprey Spill Control offers a Sorbent Life Cycle Management solution to
aid in the recovery and remediation of oil and other hydrocarbon-based liquid products in the event of an
oil spill. Their sorbent product is made from recycled materials that are EPA approved as a non-toxic,
fully biodegradable material. In addition, OSC provides training and on-site support and consulting to
clients.
Contact: Mary Meyer, President, Osprey Spill Control, 1253 Jensen Drive Suite 101, Virginia Beach,
VA 23451 (p) 757-401-9444 (e) customerservice@ospreyspillcontrol.com

